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Abstract
Interstitial lung diseases (ILD’s) are a group of heterogenous chronic, ferociously progressive lung diseases. The aetiology of the aforementioned diseases is not always recognisable. The diagnosis of these dismal diseases is a
vivid challenge for the physicians. Through the intervening years different
diagnostic algorithms have been implemented towards more accurate outcome. Different types of ILD’s demand diverse diagnostic approaches. In the
latest years a novel diagnostic mini invasive approach seems to gain continuously terrain towards the diagnosis of ILD’s. Transbronchial cryobiopsy
may be the Holy Grail in the diagnosis of these diseases or a misleading diagnostic tool in this challenging field.
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1. Introduction
ILD’s are many in number, accounting more than 200 different types. However
the most frequently seen are less than ten, Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, Cryptogenic organizing pneumonia (COP), Desquamative interstitial pneumonitis,
Nonspecific interstitial pneumonitis, Hypersensitivity pneumonitis, Acute interstitial pneumonitis, Interstitial pneumonia, Sarcoidosis, Asbestosis, Respiratory Bronchiolitis Interstitial Lung Disease (RB-ILD). The flagship and perhaps,
the leading disease is the idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF). The latter carries
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the most dismal prognosis. The incidence and prevalence of IPF fluctuates between 1.25 to 23.4 cases per 100,000 population [1]. In Europe, the annual incidence ranged between 0.22 and 7.4 per 100,000 population. We, thankfully, have
an updated clinical practice guidelines coming from a fruitful collaboration of
ATS/ERS/JRS/ALAT, for the diagnosis of IPF [2]. The latest, of course, is of
great help trying to adopt a contemporary and sufficient way to diagnose and
manage the aforementioned disease. However, this will be a theoretical tool in
the hands of the physicians being involved in the management of ILD’s. To further establish the diagnosis a tissue confirmation would be appropriate in certain
circumstances.
The practical guidance coming from the published guidelines refined the classification of the pathognomonic pattern of usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP).
That includes the typical appearance of the UIP on High Resolution Computed
Tomography (HRCT) analysis. Further stratification of the endoparenchymal
architectural distortions, leads to the rest of subtypes: propable UIP, Indeterminate and alternative diagnosis. The different types have different diagnostic approach. The gold standard in the diagnosis of IPF still remains the newly identified appearances on HRCT, of UIP pattern. However, with regards to the above
mentioned refined subtypes, because of lack of evidence, no recommendation
was made for or against performing transbronchial lung biopsy or lung cryobiopsy. Having in mind this valid, efficacious and well-designed, volume of recommendations, we could be more confident in the ILD’s management. But are
we?

2. Tissue Confirmation Challenge
The major and possibly the most challenging part in the management is when it
comes to the point where obtaining a tissue for confirmation of the diagnosis is
unavoidable. As far as the IPF concerns, the guidance is firmed. What about the
rest of the diffused parenchymal lung diseases (DPLD’s)?
Is surgical approach still remains the Gold standard towards diagnosis of not
determined DPLD’s via the cross section images? Or the cryobiopsies are equally
efficacious and accurate?
There is a robust interest in the latest years about the wider implementation of
the aforementioned technique in the diagnostic algorithm of the ILD’s. A novel
technique always sparks the immediate hope of resolving usually challenging
problems. However this requires a focused, pragmatic well controlled and standardised approach in order to avoid unpredictable outcomes.
There is a very interesting input, in fact an experts statement, in the literature
coming from the Cryobiopsy Working Group on Safety and Utility of the Procedure. They have utilized their concerns on further standardization of the procedure, taking into consideration different aspects. The careful and profound
enrolment of the right cohort of patients, the pathological status, contraindications and the safety profile of the procedure per se, are few of the major concerns
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that demands further attention [3].
Analysis of the results performed from studies from diverse centres, utilizing
the procedure in the diagnosis of ILD’s, have shown a reasonable number of
positive outcomes with regards to the confirmation of the diagnosis. The safety
profile and the diagnostic yield were found to be similar to Surgical Lung Biopsies (SLB). However the final establishment of the diagnosis required a profound
multidisciplinary approach by confident experts in the field [4].
Regardless of the growing interest and the number of centres getting involved
and adopting the technique as part of the diagnostic algorithm in ILD’s, the lack
of robust common path in utilizing the technique is still in its infancy [5]. The
willingness to accept and adopt a novel technique was and always will be a milestone for better understanding the disease and optimizing the therapy. However this is not enough in real world clinical settings. Common notion, in performing the technique, certain lines of mutual guidance, creating a wide registry
with the outcome of the procedure and multicentre involvement in actual comparison with SLB should all be implemented for better outcomes.

3. Pitfalls in Accuracy of TBLB vs TBLC
Another fragile and sensitive issue in the path of this technique to be further established and gain its place as a valuable diagnostic tool, is the numbers and
frequency of complications (Table 1). As invasive technique is not free of significant complications. There is evidence coming from published studies were the
results from cryobiopsies were profoundly good, raging more than 80% in definite diagnosis. Moreover, the complications observed were no significant and
further less was the need of escalating the diagnostic algorithm with SLB [5] [6].
In contrast there is evidence of bleeding being the second commonest adverse
event following pneumothorax in certain series [7].
The observed range of similarities or diversities in the nature of the complications or the number of these, can be explained by the lack of a definite, solid way
of the technique been utilised. Secondly, the absence of narrow and mutually
agreed sensitive threshold, with regards to the pool of patients eligible to be
enrolled in the procedure (one size doesn’t fit all). Last but not least, the absence
of a more distinct guidance on contraindications.
Accuracy of the diagnosis fundamentally relies upon the number of the obtained specimens and their dimensions as well. As an invasive diagnostic tool
Table 1. TBLC versus conventional TBLB.
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Author

Year

Disease
involved

Type of study

Specimen size
TBLC/TBLB

Diagnostic yield%
TBLC/TBLB

Badiak

2009

ILD’s

Retrospective

15.11 mm2/5.82 mm2

95.12/58.53

Griff

2011

ILD

Retrospective
Clinical trial

17.1 mm2/3.8 mm2

92.7/78

Pajares

2014

ILD

Randomized trial

14.7 mm2/3.3 mm2

74.4/34.1
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Transbronchial Lung Cryobiopsy (TBLC) showed some signs of priority versus
the transbronchial lung biopsies (TBLB). Namely, the mean number of the tissue
obtain from the latter was 4 per patient and from the former 2 per patient. On
the other hand the dimensions of the specimens retrieved from the TBLC were
larger than these from TBLB (0.6 cm - 2.6 cm vs 0.1 - 0.8 cm respectively) [8].
This of course is a credit for TBLC. However, not few of the enrolled patients
underwent SLB for final establishment of the diagnosis. Complications, once
further, were pneumothorax and haemorrhage. Retaining the undebatable superiority of the TBLC as less invasive procedure than SLB, could be said that the
diagnostic dilemma as to which approach to be chosen for the diagnosis is
somehow resolved. But is it? [9] [10] [11].

4. Dynamics of TBLC vs SLB
Unquestionably, SLB have been a crucial tool in the diagnosis of ILD’s. The physicians involved in the management of the aforementioned disorders, relied on
the latter surgical approach. That has helped to deliver optimal management and
precise therapeutic options. However, given the fact of continuously growing
demand of less invasive techniques to be implemented in the diagnostics, as to
minimize the burden of complication and the use of extra resources, TBLC
might be considered a promising method. Further reports are suggesting the latter to be safe and adequate method for the diagnosis of ILD’s (Table 2). This has
been accompanied by as high as 74% success in establishing the final diagnosis.
Additionally the complications observed were manageable and less life-threatening
[12] [13].

5. Discussion
The evidences up to date with regards to the usefulness of TBLC as a diagnostic
tool in ILD’s are pointing towards a feasible and in general, safe method. Should
this method be decided as a valuable alternative to surgical approach in the diagnosis of ILD’s, then physicians should be instructed more precisely on its use.
Wider and more uncontrolled apply of the technique might result in inflated
burden of complications and worse outcomes.
Table 2. Safety profile in SLB versus TBCB.
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Complications

SLB (n = 150)

TBLC (n = 297)

Severe Bleeding

0

0

Persistent fever

7

0

Prolonged airleak

5

1

Acute exacerbation

5

1

Pneumonia/Empyema

3

0

Transient respiratory failure

0

2

Pneumothorax (in Total)

NA

60

Pneumothorax requiring Drainage

NA

46
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The future research should focus in expanding a safer protocol with universal
applying methodology. That could be achieved by enabling this unique and novel diagnostic approach in centres of excellence and following appropriate randomized and prospective studies in order to ensure accurate and optimal reproducible results.
The history has shown that we have a propensity in implementing novel
strategies being in its infancy, applying them in clinical settings though. There
have been advances in the results and outcomes in the intervening years with
regards to the safety and efficacy of TBLC. However, we have still way to go
prior to suggest this could be a definite alternative to SLB. Well-designed studies
are required before deciding the most appropriate diagnostic approach in ILD’s.
Profound adherence to the stratification of the right cohort of patients is another
crucial factor. Implementation of alternative diagnostic approaches without reproducible or with less accurate results, may be a misleading tool and not the
Holy Grail in the challenging field of the interstitial lung diseases.
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Abbreviation List
ILD: Interstitial Lung Diseases;
TBCB: Transbronchial Cryobiopsy;
TBLC: Transbronchial Lung Biopsy;
SLB: Surgical Lung Biopsy.
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